Check the class list below to see if there are required items for the class(es) you have chosen. If you are expected to have textbook, instrument or music stand for your class, please bring it to the first meeting. If you have questions, contact Jessica Courtier at jcourtier@dcs.wisc.edu or 608-890-3626.

**Bluegrass Banjo 1**  
Program #3740-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Bring your own five-string banjo, plastic thumb pick, and two metal fingerpicks.  
**OPTIONAL:** Audio recording device, pencil, note paper, a banjo (or guitar) capo.

**Europe’s Musical Heritage in the Midwest: Polka, Balkan, Scandinavian Traditions**  
Program #3720-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Note paper, pencil  
**OPTIONAL:** Polka Heartland, Wisconsin Historical Society Press; The Tamburitza Tradition, University of Wisconsin Press

**Great Composers: Byrd, J.S. Bach, Chopin, Rimsky-Korsakov**  
Program #3713-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** None.

**Guitar 1:**  
Program #3722-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Bring your own acoustic guitar. Instructor provides materials.

**Guitar: Basic Blues**  
Program #3727-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Bring your own acoustic guitar. Instructor provides materials.

**Guitar: Fingerstyle**  
Program #3723-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Bring your own acoustic guitar. Instructor provides materials.

**Guitar: Jazz chords and Swing**  
Program #3725-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Bring your own acoustic guitar. Instructor provides materials.

**Latin American String Ensemble: A Performance Workshop**  
Program #3752-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Bring your own violin, viola, cello, bass, and a pencil. Instructor provides music.  
**OTHER:** Please contact Jessica Courtier if you have registered for this class so she is aware of your instrument and ability level. E-mail jcourtier@dcs.wisc.edu or call (608) 890-3626.

**Making Music in 1915**  
Program #3751-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Materials will be posted via an online format.

**Music Theory for Playing by Ear**  
Program #3741-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** Any instrument, pencil, notepaper. Instructor will provide handouts.

**Nature’s Music**  
Program #3710-16-LAAS  
**REQUIRED:** None
**Piano 1**  
Program #3719-16-LAAS


**Piano Off the Page**  
Program #3718-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Pencil and notepaper.

**String Ensemble and Skills for Adults 1**  
Program #3715-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Purchase or rent your own instrument - violin/viola/cello/bass. Violin/viola shoulder rest, cello/bass endpin stop, mute and textbooks: *Essential Elements for Strings 2000*, Books 1 & 2, published by Hal Leonard – available at Ward-Brodt Music Mall or Heid Music in Madison or Amazon.com

**OPTIONAL:** Tuner, metronome.

**OTHER:** *Please contact the instructor Nancy Dunn Kurr if you have registered for this class so she is aware of your instrument and ability level. E-mail giocoso@charter.net or call (608) 831-2616.*

**String Ensemble and Skills for Adults 2**  
Program #3716-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Purchase or rent your own instrument - violin/viola/cello/bass. Violin/viola shoulder rest, cello/bass endpin stop, mute and textbook: *Essential Elements for Strings 2000*, Book 33 published by Hal Leonard – available at Ward-Brodt Music Mall or Heid Music in Madison, WI or Amazon.com

**OPTIONAL:** Tuner, metronome.

**OTHER:** *Please contact the instructor Nancy Dunn Kurr if you have registered for this class so she is aware of your instrument and ability level. E-mail giocoso@charter.net or call (608) 831-2616.*

**Vocal Venture 1: Sections 1 and 2**  
Program #3742-16-LAAS  
Program #3744-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Technique CD to be purchased from instructor first day of class - $15.

**SUGGESTED:** Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.

**Vocal Venture 2**  
Program #3743-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Technique CD to be purchased from instructor first day of class - $15.

**SUGGESTED:** Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.

**Vocal Venture 3**  
Program #3745-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Technique CD to be purchased from instructor first day of class - $15.

**SUGGESTED:** Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.

**Vocal Jazz Workshop**  
Program #3760-16-LAAS

**REQUIRED:** Required CD, “Intro to Jazz Singing” to be purchased from instructor - $15.

**SUGGESTED:** Exercise mat for the floor, comfortable clothing, and bottle of water.